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Twelve easy-to-apply designs â€” all printed in the popular blue-black ink style â€” include mythical

creatures, human figures incorporated in spirals and weaves, abstract circular designs, bands of

traditional interwoven designs that can be worn as bracelets, and other interesting patterns. Difficult

to distinguish from the real thing, these temporary tattoos come with complete instructions for safe

and easy application and removal.
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Just to clarify, this pack only comes with 12 tattoos. 2 are about 7 inches long and 1/2 and inch

wide. All other range from 1.5 inches wide to 1 inch wide.

These tatoos last a long time and are BEAUTIFUL! Don't hesitate, as they are very realistic. I wore

them at my wedding and everyone thought I ran out and got tatoos for the occasion!

They tattoos themselves last long compared to others that I've tried in the past. Easy to apply and

fun designs. GREAT!



Though some are disappointed with the number of tattoos you get in the package, these really are

worth it. Beautiful Celtic designs that when applied properly, last for days. I would think these are

aimed more at adults than children, since they may be more likely to appreciate the quality. I've

bought the "100 tattoos for $5!" packages before and the quality is nowhere close to any of the

tattoos in this series.Even with only 12 tattoos in the package, it's still only cents per tattoo. Hard to

go wrong!

I got these for my 20 month old who I had put another temp tat on and my wife removed thinking

she didn't want it. Anyway, these are great! They have a picture on the back so you can place it just

right. Application is simple and easy and they last quite a while. Definitely lots of fun! Will surly get

more!

I bought these so I could get a better look at some of the celtic tattoo ideas, and draw them. I found

some really nice ones in here. My oldest daughter ended up taking it and wearing most of the

tattoos. lol

The tattoos are smaller than I expected. The largest may be 1 1/2" x 1 1/2". I didn't get that from the

reviews. They come in a folded card, similar in size to a greeting card and are on one folded sheet.

The designs are nice but pretty tiny.

The images are cool celtic knots, But they don't come off the backing very well. Often times the

image tears and a piece of it remains on the backing.
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